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Abstract—Non-volatile Random Access Memories (NVRAM) have emerged in recent years to bridge the performance gap between

the main memory and external storage devices, such as Solid State Drives (SSD). In addition to higher storage density, NVRAM

provides byte-addressability, higher bandwidth, near-DRAM latency, and easier access compared to block devices such as traditional

SSDs. This enables new programming paradigms taking advantage of durability and larger memory footprint. With the range and size

of GPU workloads expanding, NVRAM will present itself as a promising addition to GPU’s memory hierarchy. To utilize the non-

volatility of NVRAMs, programs should allow durable stores, maintaining consistency through a power loss event. This is usually done

through a logging mechanism that works in tandem with a transaction execution layer which can consist of a transactional memory or a

locking mechanism. Together, this results in a transaction processing system that preserves the ACID properties. GPUs are designed

with high throughput in mind, leveraging high degrees of parallelism. Transactional memory proposals enable fine-grained transactions

at the GPU thread-level. However, with lower write bandwidths compared to that of DRAMs, using NVRAM as-is may yield sub-optimal

overall system performance when threads experience long latency. To address this problem, we propose using Helper Warps to move

persistence out of the critical path of transaction execution, alleviating the impact of latencies. Our mechanism achieves a speedup of

4.4 and 1.5 under bandwidth limits of 1.6 GB/s and 12 GB/s and is projected to maintain speed advantage even when NVRAM

bandwidth gets as high as hundreds of GB/s in certain cases. Due to the speedup, our proposed method also results in reduction in

overall energy consumption.

Index Terms—NVRAM, persistence, GPUs, helper warps
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1 INTRODUCTION

NON-VOLATILE Random Access Memory (NVRAM) has
emerged as promising storage for computer systems,

providing larger storage density and space compared with
conventional DRAM; more importantly, its durability prop-
erty can bring a new life to existing parallel programming
techniques such as lock-free data structures, as well as trans-
action processing and storage applications.

As a byte-addressable, durable storage, the NVRAMmay
be used in a few different ways. The simplest way is to use
an NVRAM as a large-capacity, drop-in replacement for the
DRAM or the cache, resulting in hybrid main memory [1].
Hybrid refers to the mixture of volatility and non-volatility,
and does not necessarily leverage the durability property of
NVRAM.

More sophisticated approaches utilize the NVRAM as a
persistent data store of a transaction processing system (TPS).
A TPS usually involves two parts: a concurrency protocol
layer that is responsible for detecting and resolving conflicts

between transactions andmay be embodied as a transactional
memory or locking mechanism; and a logging layer that per-
sists write sets of committed transactions in a certain order to
ensure durable writes are consistent and can be restored dur-
ing a power loss event. Although it is intriguing for computer
systems, supporting persistence requires additional hardware
and bandwidth costs [2], [3].

With the appearance of NVRAM, the boundary between
storage and memory has been blurred. Memory operations
can now persist individual bytes; disk-sized swap space,
whichwas previously slow, can now enjoy almost DRAM-like
read latency. NVRAM leads to a change in the existing
memory and storage hierarchy, so that techniques originally
considering volatile and non-volatile memory separately may
now need to consider persistence across the stack. Persistence
means any operation, including incorrect ones, will be saved
on the device for its entire life time. Therefore, for persistence
to be useful, consistencymust be ensured so the system state is
always valid. Various applications and algorithms that already
address consistency, such as databases that rely on lock-free
data structures including skip lists, B-trees and hash tables,
may require software or hardware techniques to fully take
advantage of NVRAM. Such techniques include multi-word
compare-and-swap [4] and transactional memory, which
enable sophisticated operations and provide consistent dura-
bility beyond the reach of single-word compare-and-swap.
Most NVRAM persistence designs ensure consistency by
enforcing an order in which write sets are persisted to the
NVRAM. The mechanisms used to maintain the order are
referred to as “epoch barriers” or “persistence barriers” [5].
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In the mean time, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)
have been widely adopted as standard accelerators for high-
performance computing. GPUs are designed for throughput-
oriented computing using large numbers of light-weight
parallel threads [6]. For this purpose, they are constructed
with compute units that can house large numbers of resident
threads alongwith their register states and a deeply pipelined
memory subsystem that can handle a large number of para-
llel memory accesses. While the usage and persistence of
NVRAM on CPUs have been investigated intensively, how to
maintain persistence on GPUs are still in the early stage. In
this paper, we will investigate an efficient approach to utilize
theNVRAM’s persistence property onGPU systems.

In combining the three components of NVRAM, GPU, and
transaction processing, the NVRAM’s asymmetric and rela-
tively lower bandwidth need to be taken into account in the
design of a system to achieve good performance. Bandwidth-
induced latency needs to be managed well using software
and/or hardwaremethods to avoid performance degradation
and achieve full efficiency. It will be exacerbated on the GPU
due to a large number of concurrently running threads com-
peting for the limited NVRAM bandwidth. Our paper is tar-
geted exactly at this issue: to alleviate the impact of limited
NVRAM bandwidth on a GPU transaction processing system
utilizingNVRAM.

In this paper, we first prepare a GPU transaction process-
ing system that emulates NVRAM persistence behavior,
and use it to run several benchmarks. We then measure the
impact of bandwidth limits on those benchmarks. After
that, we focus on the performance bottleneck caused by per-
sistence operations, then propose the Helper Warps method
to mitigate the performance impact. With this, we discuss
the various tuneable knobs in the design of the Helper
Warps, as well as a bandwidth emulation method for get-
ting a more comprehensive understanding of the perfor-
mance characteristic of the Helper Warps. Finally, we show
the experimental results and make a comparison against the
baseline.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this
paper:

� To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first
efficient and easy-to-use transaction processing sys-
tem that uses NVRAM storage on GPUs;

� We propose the use of Helper Warps that utilize
spare compute power on the GPU to alleviate the
impact of limited write bandwidth;

� We establish a mechanism that can adaptively enable
the Helper Warps to achieve the best performance
under different program behaviors.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Transaction Processing Systems and Logging

Logging, or more specifically, Write-Ahead Logging (WAL),
characterized by ARIES [7], is a classic technique for achiev-
ing consistent durability in databases. In WAL, changes are
written to the log ahead of the actual operation. The logs
usually contain redo and undo operations so that when a
power loss event occurs, the system is still able to check the
log and then recover to a valid state by either discarding or

committing the operation. Logging is also implemented in
journaling file systems to maintain consistency for block-
based devices.

On multi-core and many-core systems, contention incur-
red by Compare-And-Swap (CAS) operations required may
greatly impact performance. Distributed logging algorithms
improve performance by reducing such contention and
adapting to the layout. Distributed logging mechanisms dif-
fer in hardware considerations (which cores contend over
which addresses) and access patterns (the physical layout of
the index) and many techniques have been proposed based
on different design choices.

CPUTransaction Processing Systems. Transaction processing
systems (TPS) [8] are best exemplified by database systems
[9], [10]. The physical layout of the data stored in a database
may be record-oriented, attribute-oriented or graph-based.
The operations allowed on stored data may be online analyti-
cal processing (OLAP, concurrent read) [11], [12] or transac-
tional (OLTP, concurrent write) [13], [14]. When concurrent
writes occur, a concurrency control mechanism resolves con-
flicts between them and stores the data. Data is stored onto
persistent storage devices such as disks andNVRAM, usually
with logging techniques to ensure consistency, and may be
cached in the mainmemory for better performance. The oper-
ations together maintain the properties of ACID (atomicity,
consistency, isolation and durability) for transactions.

GPU Transaction Processing Systems. Many GPU-based
transactional processing systems have been proposed, such as
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. Most systems proposed use
GPUs as accelerators only for read-only, OLAP workloads,
and leverage the GPU’s capability to perform certain opera-
tions very quickly such as parallel reduction. In those designs,
the GPU does not independently execute transactions and
requires the CPU to step in for certain steps such as query
plan generation. OLTP workloads, on the other hand, are not
as wide-spread as OLAP systems yet, and most of the OLTP
systems do writes completely on the CPU. Incidentally, trans-
action processing is in an early stage on the GPU aswell.

Transactional memory (TM) [21] is a programming con-
struct that originated from the database community, which
simplifies the usage of fine-grained parallelism. Alternatives
to TM include locking (coarse-grained and fine-grained) and
lock-free data structures. Fine-grained and lock-free data
structures provide high performance, but their concurrency
control is difficult to implement and must be implemented
on an case-by-case basis, while coarse-grained locking is easy
to implement but much slower due to serialization. TM is
aimed at combining the performance of fine-grained locking
while being easy to use like coarse-grained locking by auto-
maticallymanaging concurrency control for programmers.

TM and TPS systems were traditionally applied in sys-
tems with either main memory or a combination of main
memory and disks. With NVRAM, these use cases could see
new possibilities.

2.2 NVRAM

NVRAM for the CPU. NVRAMs may be used as drop-in
replacement of caches, memory, or storage devices. Alterna-
tively, they may be used as a byte-addressable persistent
store. The simplest approach to utilize NVRAM as persistent
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store is to apply a file system layer on top of it. While repla-
cing hard drives with NVMs can greatly benefit applica-
tions [22], [23], directly replacing memory and cache with
NVRAM may slow down applications [24]. In addition,
using NVRAM as a drop-in replacement of DRAMmisses its
durability property. To take advantage of the persistence
propertieswould require persistence to be taken into account
during the design of the system. Aside from an application
that requires persistence such as a TPS, a carefully designed
transaction processing mechanism is also needed to guaran-
tee the ACID properties. This line of research started in the
1990s with the appearance of Flash memory technologies, as
exemplified by eNVy [25], and continually evolved with the
newer iterations of NVRAM.

Recent hardware and software proposals such as Memory
Persistency [2], DUDETM [26], and ATOM [27] achieve high
performance by decoupling, i.e., performing persistence out
of the critical path; Study of NVRAM applications in WHIS-
PER [28] quantifies the use of NVRAM in a real-life system.
NV-Heaps [29] discusses the interoperation between the
NVRAM and DRAMwhich are used simultaneously. Kiln [3]
proposes adding non-volatile caches to form a multi-ver-
sioned persistent system. In all use cases, traditional techni-
ques such as speculative execution [30] can benefit NVRAM-
based systems.

GPU and Transactional Memory. Transactional Memory
(TM) is a key technique for enabling OLTPworkloads involv-
ing concurrent reads and writes on the GPU. Both hardware-
based (HTM) and software-based (STM) systems have been
proposed on the GPU. Software systems [31], [32], [33] utilize
the GPU’s parallel processing power to perform basic tasks in
the TM system in parallel, such as lock management, coa-
lesced read andwrite log access, and using GPU-friendly data
layouts such as structs-of-arrays instead of arrays-of-structs.
With these efforts combined, the GPU-based STM systems are
able to rival or even outperformCPU-based STM systems.

HTM systems have also been proposed for GPUs [34],
[35], [36], [37]. As hardware approaches, these proposals
feature TM algorithms implemented in hardware, as well as
new hardware architectures that are aimed at providing
new versioning techniques (such as snapshot isolation) and
new conflict detection mechanisms (such as various eager
conflict detection techniques).

NVRAM on the GPU. For the GPU, NVRAM has been con-
sidered for enhancing existing cache and memory subsys-
tems. Due to the investigated NVRAM having only a fraction
of the bandwidth of that of the DRAM, hybrid designs need to
be adopted to alleviate the bandwidth gap [1], [38]. However,
theseworks do not utilize persistence. Our recent paper [39] is
the first effort to support NVRAM persistence for GPUs.
Here, we extend it with details in sections including back-
ground, design, and experimental results.

NVRAM and Bandwidth. Currently, NVRAM devices fea-
ture higher storage density, but their write bandwidths are
lower than that of the DRAM. Because of this, some
NVRAM products include a small amount of DRAM buffer
to provide better performance, just like hard disk drives.
These optimizations improve the NVRAM’s bandwidth
performance to reasonable levels, but they still lag behind
that of the DRAM. For instance, there is a performance gap
in 4 KB block operations: contemporary high-end NVRAM

devices deliver 500 K write I/O operations per second
(IOPS) [40], which is lower than the 3,000 K write IOPS of
RAM disks over the same PCI-E interface [41].

In recentworks, researchers have assumed aggregate band-
width ranging from several GB/s to tens of GB/s [42] for
NVRAM. In particular, the Intel PMFS offers two choices for
aggregate NVRAM bandwidth: 9.5 and 37 GB/s. This is com-
parable to that of the existing 3D XPoint commercial products.
With specially-designed buffering and caching designs aswell
as software changes, an OLTP system that utilizes a combina-
tion of NVRAM and DRAM can bring the performance of
immediate consistency to the level of DRAM-onlydevices [43].

Bandwidth is mentioned as a first-order concern for
DRAM by a study that addresses the latency divergence
issue in GPU [44] using hardware approaches, targeting the
memory controller. The bandwidth issue affects both the
software side and the hardware side, and compared with
their solution, the TPS performance issue in our study may
be resolved at the transaction processing level using a soft-
ware Helper Warp approach.

2.3 Helper Warps/Threads

Continually-running helper threads/warps has seen its
usage on the GPU and CPU alike. Vijaykumar et al. utilized
GPU helper warps for memory compression [45]. Huang
et al. proposed using helper threads in the HPC environ-
ment to backup critical data structures, with the intent of
alleviating the cost of checkpointing [46].

Modern GPUs contain copy engines [47] which utilizes
Direct Memory Access (DMA) to copy data between the main
memory andGPUmemory, allowing data transfers to overlap
with kernel execution, resembling a special kind of helper
warp dedicated to performing copy operations. The copy
engines are usually more optimized for copying large blocks
of data than for scattered, small blocks of data such as the
transactional write logs. Should the copy engine be used for
logging, to make transfer efficient, the logs need first be con-
solidated into a single continuous block, and reproduced in the
NVRAM after the transfer. The Helper Warps proposed in
thiswork are a perfect fit for completing both jobs.

3 LATENCY AND BANDWIDTH IMPACT ON THE GPU

The GPU is designed to tolerate long access latency by run-
ning a large number of threads concurrently. With large
numbers of hardware thread contexts and scratch registers
accessible to the thread scheduler, the scheduler can select
a group of threads to run at a much lower cost compared
to CPU context switching. This will incur high latency
observed from the thread’s perspective, but overall system
throughput will be much higher than when optimizing for
single-thread latency.

Due to this design principle, we are interested in under-
standing how limited bandwidth and throughput will affect
the performance of programs. We run the transactional
benchmarks used in this study with memory bandwidth
enforced on the persistence step using the method described
in Section 6.1. The bandwidth limits range from 484 GB/s
(the native DRAM bandwidth) to 1.6 GB/s, covering the
bandwidth range of the NVRAM devices available currently
and in the future.
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The impact of latency on bandwidth-bound transactional
workloads is immediately visible from Fig. 1. Total work-
load run time gets longer as bandwidth gets more limited.

From individual workloads, we can see that slowdown
increases sub-linearly to the reduction in bandwidth; Specif-
ically, when bandwidth is limited to 100 GB/s, about 1/5 of
the original bandwidth, program slows down at a factor of
1.5x; at 1.6 GB/s, which is as low as about 1/300 of the origi-
nal bandwidth, slowdown increases to only as much as 15x.
The relative difference is partly due to the transaction pro-
grams executing in three stages, execute, commit and persist,
and only the persist step is affected. The persist step is more
memory-constrained than the other two stages, where
many threads may be idling, waiting for memory accesses.
Fortunately, the idling compute resources are an opportu-
nity for performance improvement: by completing the per-
sist step asynchronously and overlapping it with the other
stages, we can alleviate the impact of bandwidth limit.

4 TRANSACTION PROCESSING AND PERSISTENCE

To make persistence useful, the data being persisted must
remain consistent. For blockdevices, a file system layer,which
usually incorporates logging, is responsible for maintaining
consistency. Loggingmay also be applied toNVRAM to guar-
antee consistency. With logging, written data is first buffered
into logs (“persist”) and used to advance the system state
stored in theNVRAM (“reproduce”).

Log generation usually requires some concurrency con-
trol mechanism to resolve conflicts between committing
transactions so that the data being written will be free of
data hazards. Usually a software/hardware transactional
memory (TM) or an equivalent of two-phase locking mecha-
nism is used. A TM systemmay include logging for version-
control, which may be extended to work with NVRAM.

We use a metadata-based software TM (STM) as the
transaction execution layer for this study (although the pro-
posed method is not limited to this TM implementation.)
The TM utilizes redo-logging for multi-versioning as it pro-
vides better performance compared to undo-logging for our
study. The conflict detection and logging granularity are
both 32-bit words.

The metadata used in this study include a series of access
locks that resolve conflicts between transactional writes and
reads. In addition to the locks, a transaction ID is stored for
each write and is used by the conflict resolution rule. The
lock and the ID are combined to become an ownership record.

The structure of the STM, from the transaction’s point of
view, is listed in Fig. 2. When a transaction TA performs a
read or a write (Line 1), it first attempts to take the owner-
ship record that corresponds to the word being read/writ-
ten. When an ownership record is not held by any
transaction (Line 4), the current transaction takes exclusive
ownership with an atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) (Line
5). CAS guarantees when there are multiple transactions
trying to acquire the ownership record, only one will suc-
ceed. When an ownership record is held by a transaction
TB, a conflict is said to have happened (line 3). A conflict
must be resolved by aborting either transaction: if TA’s
thread ID is smaller TB’s, TA can preempt this ownership
record and signal TB to abort (Line 10) using a similar CAS
operation. If TB equals TA, nothing needs to be done (Line
14). If TA’s thread ID is larger TB’s, TA must abort itself
(Line 16). This global ordering of priority based on thread
IDs prevents deadlock and ensures system-wide progress.

In terms of implementation, due to the difficulty to send
signals between individual threads on the GPU, aborts are
handled by having each thread check if their own status
flags have been set to “aborted”. This technique also exists
in languages utilizing coroutines such as Go. The check hap-
pens at the commit stage (Line 20). If a transaction sees it
has been aborted by another transaction, it will relinquish
all the ownership records it has taken so far, and discard its
write log. Otherwise, the commit procedure will start,
where the transaction flushes its write log to both the vola-
tile memory and the NVRAM.

When implementing this TM algorithm, standard GPU
programming optimization techniques are applied. For
example, the locks and thread IDs in the metadata are orga-
nized as structs-of-arrays so access can be coalesced.

Fig. 1. Impact of bandwidth on execution time.

Fig. 2. Metadata-based TM algorithm used in this article.
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In the TM algorithm, writes to NVRAM happen during a
successful commit. With baseline settings, the persist opera-
tion is executed on the thread executing the transaction, so
the thread will not be able to execute a new transaction until
it finishes persisting the current one. This will add NVRAM
write latency onto the critical path of transaction execution,
resulting in the overhead illustrated in Fig. 1.

We observe that for the ACID properties, it is possible
that the first three properties be completed asynchronously
from durability/persistence. In this study, we propose a
commit procedure utilizing Helper Warps which is aimed
at this very purpose: move the latency away from transac-
tional critical path by allowing asynchronous persistence
operations.

4.1 Helper Warps

Our approach is aimed at allowing asynchronous persis-
tence operations by having a separate set of threads, called
Helper Warps, do the persistence operations for the normal
warps that execute transactions. Fig. 3 shows the overall
transaction execution process with the Helper Warps
added: committing transactions return after writing to the
persistence buffer instead of writing to the NVRAM, saving
execution time.

The Helper Warps and the normal warps reside in the
same thread block and communicate with each other via the
per-thread-block shared memory, where a persistence
buffer is located as shown in Fig. 4. Each streaming multi-
processor (SM) that executes the thread blocks maintains a
bandwidth monitoring window that keeps track of the
instantaneous persistence bandwidth during runtime. Fig. 5
shows the overall structure of the proposed architecture,
including the memory topology. In this architecture, the
SMs have direct access to the DRAM and the NVRAM.
Writes sets of committed transactions will be written into
the NVRAM as persistence logs and then reproduced.

The persistence buffer is conceptually a FIFO queue physi-
cally implemented in a ring buffer. Address-Value pairs are
enqueued by normal warps committing transactions and are

drained by the Helper Warps. Buffer spaces are acquired by
committing transactions by incrementing an atomic counter
that keeps track of the start location of free buffer space. Thus,
multiple transactions can try to allocate space and write into
the buffer simultaneously. To make sure the buffer entries are
drained in-order, every entry in the queue has a “dirty bit”
associated with it indicating whether the values have been
written. Threads in normal warps and Helper Warps access
the persistence buffer in parallel and access the entries in a
coalesced fashion.

The Helper Warps mechanism comes with two perfor-
mance implications: 1) The sharedmemory needed byHelper
Warps may limit the number of concurrent thread blocks.
This may slow down low-contention workloads, but may
speed up high-contention workloads since less concurrency
leads to less conflicts and thrashing when contention rate is
high. 2) The speedup brought by the HelperWarpmust over-
come the overhead inmaintaining the buffers to achieve over-
all speedup, and 3) If the buffers are frequently full and cause
persisting transactions to stall, the buffers themselves become
a bottleneck. These performance implications can be mostly
resolved by tuning the Helper Warps mechanism, and we
will discuss the tuning process in Section 5.

4.2 Correctness in Recovery

In this study, we assume theworking set of the programfits in
the DRAM, transactions write to both the DRAM and the
NVRAM, and read from the DRAM. Because of the writes to
the DRAM, read operations can immediately see recently-
committed data, and write correctness can be guaranteed by
the STM layer.

In case of a power loss event, the systemwill be restored to
a valid state using the persistence logs. We assume all data
including logs in the DRAM is lost and are not used for recov-
ery. As such, the systemwill only check remaining log entries
in the NVRAM. During this process, decisions are made per
write set, from the oldest transaction to themost recent one:

� If a write set is completely persisted, but only partially
reproduced, it will be reproduced again, no matter

Fig. 3. Transaction behavior in the proposed architecture.

Fig. 4. Persistence buffer located in each shading multiprocessor (SM).

Fig. 5. Overall system architecture.
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how much of it has been already reproduced prior to
the crash, to make sure all its updates are reflected
on the system states.

� When we encounter a transaction whose write set has
not been completely persisted, we will discard this
transaction and all transactions that happened after it
without reproducing any of them. This is because the
write sets must be reproduced in the correct order for
the system state to be advanced from a valid state to
another.

In extreme cases such as a power failure in the process of
a recovery, the same recovery process may be applied. Since
only fully-persisted transactions may be reproduced, we
will just reproduce it again to maintain correctness.

5 PERFORMANCE TUNING

5.1 Persistence Bandwidth Monitoring

For profiling and performance tuning, we keep track of the
instantaneous persistence bandwidth. The bandwidth is
computed locally by each SM and aggregated globally. This
approach follows the GPU thread hierarchy. To track the
local persistence bandwidth usage, the amount of data per-
sisted in different time slices are logged. When a time slice
passes, a delta between the bandwidth measurements of the
last time slices are sent and added to the global bandwidth
monitor. This process is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 7.

5.2 Adaptively Enabling Helper Warps

As mentioned earlier, the time saved by the Helper Warp
mechanism must outweigh the overhead it incurs to achieve
speedup. The cost of the Helper Warp mechanism mainly
comes from allocating persistence buffer space. In addition,
when the buffer is full, the normal warps also need to wait
for Helper Warps to drain the buffer entries. For certain
transactions, such as ones with fewer writes, performance
may be better when the Helper Warps are disabled. Again,
this is because the Helper Warps can only outperform the
baseline when the persistence bandwidth becomes the bot-
tleneck in the first place.

Thus, for a program to execute efficiently, it should be able
to automatically determine when the Helper Warp should be
enabled or disabled according to program behavior.

Determining the Threshold. To determine the threshold for a
specific GPU system,weuse a transactionalmicro-benchmark
listed in Fig. 6. It varies the write pressure with different num-
bers of threads, and finds the point at which the memory is
saturated and howmuch latencymay be inserted at that point

to overlap with the wait on write operations. This micro-
benchmark involves a minimal transaction that performs
writes to non-overlapping addresses in the same pattern the
persistence logs are written. The persistence bandwidth is
measured using the global bandwidth monitor described in
Section 4.1. We drop the warm-up and ending phases of the
micro-benchmarks and only consider the steady phases.

The method for determining the Helper Warp enabling/
disabling threshold is independent of the NVRAM hard-
ware connected to the GPU. During run time, per-SM-level
and global bandwidth measurements are updated as trans-
actions commit and persist. The global bandwidth is fetched
from the Global Persistence Bandwidth Monitor by transac-
tions and are used by the SM running the transactions to
decide when to enable/disable Helper Warps.

Since the decision on enabling and disabling Helper
Warps affects the entire system, only one thread across the
entire system may modify it at a given time. Considering
the cost involved, the decision to switch off Helper Warps is
made more conservatively than switching on: When the
instantaneous bandwidth exceeds the threshold determined
in Section 5.1, the Helper Warp is instantly turned on; when
the bandwidth is seen below the threshold for an extended
time (we choose to use 5 slices according to our experi-
ments), the Helper Warps are turned off.

With this mechanism, a program can adaptively turn on
or off Helper Warps according to the workload’s behavior,
achieving better performance than statically enabling/dis-
abling Helper Warps throughout the entire workload.

6 METHODOLOGY

6.1 Bandwidth Emulation

In this paper, we study bandwidth limits ranging from 1.6 to
484 GB/s (the latter is the original bandwidth of the GPU used
in the study.) To obtain desired bandwidth limits, we need to
first find the relationship between the delays and bandwidth
limits. Certain bandwidth limit numbers may be obtained on
certain hardware configurations. An example configuration is
when a block of memory is allocated as pinned memory, GPU
memory writes will be propagated to the main memory
through the PCI-E bus and will thus peak at the PCI-E band-
width, which is 12 GB/s on a PCI-E 3.0 interface. With a
known pair of latency and bandwidth limit, we could vary the
artificially-inserted latencies to obtain the bandwidth limits
that are not directly available on real hardware. The length of
latency will be calibrated against the real hardware measure-
ments. An analytical model will be used to estimate the trend
latency changeswith bandwidth limits.

Fig. 6. Transactional micro-benchmark used to determine the Helper
Warp switching threshold.

Fig. 7. Run-time Helper Warp adaptation process.
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Bandwidth and Concurrency. As a throughput-oriented
device, the GPU encourages maximizing concurrency using
many parallel threads. As the thread count increases, more
requests may be sent out simultaneously, utilizing more
bandwidth. For our study, this means more concurrent
threads will also lead to higher latency per thread.

To illustrate this, we run a write test program listed in
Fig. 9. The program is run on an NVIDIA GTX 1,080 Ti with
a theoretical memory bandwidth of 484 GB/s. Each thread
performs a float4 write, the data type that maximizes write
bandwidth on the device. As shown in Fig. 8, the overall
bandwidth increases with the thread count, with a maxi-
mum bandwidth around 350 GB/s. This result is close to
the bandwidthTest example in the CUDA SDK that is uti-
lizing the CUDA built-in function cudaMemcpy. This sug-
gests our write pressure test program is showing expected
behavior.

We can also see from Fig. 8 that as long as the total num-
ber of threads is fixed, the number of thread blocks does not
affect bandwidth usage. For example, 16 blocks of 512
threads and 512 blocks of 16 threads result in very close
bandwidth measurements.

Bandwidth and Latency. Because the number of actually
running threads may vary when a program is running due
to factors including divergence and contention, we need to
be able to find out the corresponding latency for given pairs
of thread count and bandwidth limit. From Fig. 8, the rela-
tionship between the thread number and the final resultant
write bandwidth is not linear. We expect the relationship
between latency and thread number to be also non-linear.

To find out their relationship, we use an empirical
approach: given a bandwidth limit, we find the per-thread
latency that corresponds to the thread count. We vary the
thread count and then accumulate the data to form an
empirical distribution of latency against thread count. For
this goal, we use the same program in Fig. 9, add a no-op
loop between consecutive writes, and then find the latency
that resulted in the bandwidth usage, and repeat this pro-
cess over different thread block dimensions. The number of

blocks and the number of threads in a block are uniformly
chosen between a range of [16, 512], and the latency num-
bers are aggregated into a cumulative density function map
in Fig. 10. This results in a distribution of thread count with
a median of 53,248 threads, a maximum of 262,144 and a
minimum of 256 threads.

It can be seen fromFig. 9 that bandwidth limits of 100GB/s,
the median latency of the thread block dimensions is as high
as 6,000 cycles. When the bandwidth continues to shrink, the
latency increases roughly exponentially. The curves corre-
sponding to different bandwidth limits show similar shapes.
In fact, the mean latency and bandwidth matches well
with the relationship logðmean latencyÞ ¼ �1:105 � logðBWÞþ
6:063, with R2 ¼ 0:9981. This shows us the variables in this
system exhibit logarithmic relationships, which we will use to
fit the running time as a function of bandwidth for the
experiments.

Non-Transactional versus Transactional Persistence Band-
width. On one hand, adding the transactional layer gives the
GPU more work that does not involve non-volatile writes,
thus spreading its write bandwidth pressure over a longer
period of time. On the other hand, the transactional layer
stretches the critical path longer, amplifying the impact of
persistence latency; plus, conflicts and ownership records
will propagate the impact to other threads. The result is
when the system is saturated, we will see that write band-
width measurements are much smaller compared to the
available bandwidth limits.

For example, when NVRAM bandwidth is set to 12 GB/s
with Helper Warps disabled, persistence bandwidth peaks
at around only 200 MB/s. (This value is also the threshold
for adaptive switching we used in this paper). With Helper
Warps enabled, persistence bandwidth may peak at 5�6
GB/s. These values demonstrate how the transactional layer
affects the achievable bandwidth: while non-transactional
runs can reach 350=484 ¼ 72% of the theoretical bandwidth,
with transactional workloads, that ratio becomes lower than
0:5=12 ¼ 2% without Helper Warps or around 6=12 ¼ 50%
with Helper Warps. We expect the gap between these two
benchmarks to depend on the pattern of conflicts, a result of
the characteristics of the workloads being investigated.

For the purpose of bandwidth emulation, the observa-
tions suggest a chain of dependencies between the variables
in a transaction processing system with limited persistence
bandwidth, visualized in Fig. 11:

Fig. 8. Number of concurrent threads and overall write bandwidth in the
non-transactional write pressure test.

Fig. 9. Source code for the write pressure test.

Fig. 10. Cumulative density function of latency between consecutive
writes under various bandwidth limits, assuming thread block dimension
is uniformly distributed.
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� The peak bandwidth and benchmark properties deter-
mine the range of observed throughput. For experi-
mentation, we can artificially introduce a latency
between writes in an individual thread to affect the
throughput.

� The higher the throughput is, the faster the bench-
mark runs.

In this dependency chain, the latency may substitute the
effects caused by the combination of peak bandwidth and
benchmark properties, to yield the same throughput and
total execution time. As such, we seek to find the latency
that correspond to a certain bandwidth, including ones that
cannot be obtained directly.

Complete Workflow. Fig. 12 shows the steps we use to
emulate bandwidth limits between 1.6 and 484 GB/s for
each benchmark to capture the dependency chain in
Fig. 11.

First, we measure execution time by having the bench-
marks persist into the GPU RAM (with 484 GB/s band-
width), as well as on the zero-copy pinned memory
accessible through the PCI-E bus (for 1.6 and 12 GB/s). We
call these measurements as reference points. Second, we add
artificial latency in the persist operation to emulate limited
bandwidth on the NVRAM between the measurements in
Step 1. When varying the artificial latency, for each latency
value, we get a corresponding memory bandwidth, called
the proxy bandwidth, by running the write pressure test in
the absence of the transactional processing layer. The
obtained bandwidths are then mapped linearly to the refer-
ence points. The linear function considers the maximum
sustained bandwidth and the maximum theoretical band-
width, such as the 350 GB/s versus 484 GB/s as measured
with the program in Fig. 9. In the end of this procedure, the
running time of an application given a memory bandwidth
between 1.6 and 484 GB/s may be obtained by first comput-
ing the proxy bandwidth, and then performing a lookup
from the proxy bandwidth to expected execution time.

In our experiments, we have found that the proxy band-
width WBx and running time Tx may fit against a function
Tx � a � expð�b �WBxÞ, where a and b are constant parame-
ters. The exponential component matches our observation
in Fig. 10.

6.2 Hardware and Software Platform

We use real-system evaluation because it allows us to take
into account system-wide factors that may impact perfor-
mance. A real-system scenario is also much closer to our
vision of an easy-to-use NVRAM transaction processing use
case, where the user just needs to install a set of libraries in
their GPU programs without having to worry about changes
in other parts of the system.

Experiments in this paper are run on an NVIDIA Pascal
GPU, the GTX 1,080 Ti, which has 56 streaming multiproc-
essors (SMs) operating at a processor clock of 1,582 MHz,
and has access to 11 GB of GDDR5X memory. There are 64
CUDA cores in each of the SMs. The total memory band-
width of the GDDR5X memory is 484 GB/s.

In this study, we implement STM libraries in CUDA for
running transactions on the GPU, using the algorithms in
Fig. 2.

6.3 Benchmarks

We use a series of transactional benchmarks to evaluate the
HelperWarpmechanism proposed in this paper. The bench-
marks are built on our STM library implementing the algo-
rithm in Fig. 2. They are listed as follows:

ATM is a program that performs bank transfers between
two accounts. We use two different configurations. Configu-
ration A1 involves 1 M transactions between 100 K accounts
and A2 involves 1 M transactions and 1 M accounts. A1 is
expected to experiencemore conflicts than A2. The source and
destination accounts of transfers performed are randomly
generated.

Hashtable is an implementation of a key-value store,
which resolves conflicts using linear probing. Inserted
keys are mapped to the base entry table, backed by an
extended entry table, which also handles collision resolu-
tion. Parallel insertions into the hash table are realized
through transactions. This benchmark involves two con-
figurations: H1 performs 500 K insertions into a hash table
with 15 M base entries and 35 M extended table entries,
while H2 performs 900 K insertions into a hash table with
1 M base entries and 3 M extended entries. Inserted
entries are generated randomly.

Bounding Volume Hierarchy [48] is a program that builds a
bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) for a 3D mesh model.
This benchmark involves two kernels: 1) BVH Construction,
that finds the parents of the nodes according to the sorted
Morton Codes assigned to each of the primitives, and 2)
BVH Reduction, which sets the bounding volume of every
node by computing the union of its children. The first kernel

Fig. 11. Interaction of the critical variables in the system.

Fig. 12. Approach for emulating bandwidths between 1.6 GB/s and
484 GB/s with artificial latency.
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has no write/read conflicts and therefore serves as a light-
weight write pressure test for the proposed Helper Warp
system in a GPU-optimized algorithm context. The second
kernel performs reduction from the leaf to the root of the
BVH tree, which requires each node to be touched exactly
once as a performance optimization technique. This con-
straint requires the updates to nodes be performed in trans-
actions which keep track of both the bounding volume
associated with a node as well as a flag that indicates
whether this node has been touched. The benchmark has
two configurations, each taking a model with 100,000 faces
and 187,854 faces respectively as input. The two kernels in
these configurations are denoted B1, R1 and B2, R2,
respectively.

All benchmarks are run with a thread dimension of 512
blocks of thread, with each block containing 256 threads.
This will give 131,072 concurrent threads.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Overall Results

Fig. 13 shows the run time of the benchmarks with and with-
out Helper Warps, using the Metadata-based TM implemen-
tation. The lines denote the trend in which the run time is
changing according to NVRAM bandwidth limit. Green and
red lines and dots denote the running time with the Helper
Warps enabled and disabled, respectively. As the bandwidth
decreases, running time for both configurations tend to
increase. However, the speeds at which the running times
increase are not the same in the two configurations, with the
running timewith HelperWarps disabled eventually increas-
ing faster and eventually surpassing the time with Helper
Warps enabled. The point when these two running time
curves cross each other is referred to as the crossover point.
Given a benchmark, if the NVRAM bandwidth is below the
crossover point, the Helper Warps approach will result in
shorter running time than the baseline (noHelperWarps).

The crossover point varies in different benchmarks: The
benchmarks with the highest crossover point to the ones

with the lowest crossover point are H1, A2, H2, A1, R1, R2,
B1 and B2, in decreasing order as listed in Fig. 14. Overall,
the order matches a decrease in persistence intensity in
those benchmarks; a benchmark with more writes are more
likely to be bottlenecked by a bandwidth limit. To compare
the different configurations of the same workload, H1 and
A2 show less contention than H2 and A1 and therefore have
a higher crossover points. The rest of the benchmarks, BVH
construction and reduction, all have lower cross over point
values than Hashtable and ATM. The reason is in those
benchmarks each transaction write is preceded by more
work than Hashtable and ATM. In other words, they do not
have as high a write pressure as Hashtable and ATM. The
write pressure may be seen in the persistence buffer utiliza-
tion as well, which we will discuss in Section 7.2.

7.2 Persistence Buffer Utilization

The utilization of the Persistence Buffer is the number of write
set entries that are in the Persistence Buffer, which reflects
how “full” the Persistence Buffer is during run time. Utiliza-
tion is affected by how frequent benchmark persists during
run time.

When the Persistence Buffer is full, newly-committed
transactions must wait for free space on the Buffer before it
can persist. Thus, the buffer utilization can also reflect
whether the Persistence Buffer itself has become the

Fig. 13. Overall running time of the benchmarks, with helper warps enabled (green) and disabled (red). The “crossover point bandwidths” are marked
with vertical dashed lines.

Fig. 14. The crossover point bandwidths.
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bottleneck. With a constantly-full buffer, the system through-
put will be limited by how fast the HelperWarp can drain the
Persistence Buffer. In extreme cases where all writes are coa-
lesced and no contentions happen, Helper Warps may not be
able to write as fast as normal warps simply because there are
much fewer Helper Warps. For this case, disabling Helper
Warps may yield better performance than enabling Helper
Warps.

For a high-level overview, We aggregate the per-bench-
mark utilization measurements into a percentile map in
Fig. 15. This figure presents an overview of the cumulative
density function of Persistence Buffer utilization, through-
out the life time of the workloads. The points on the curves
with an X value of 50 percent correspond to the median of
the utilization, while the values on the right end of the
curves correspond to the maximum utilization observed
through each benchmark. From the figure, we can see the
benchmarks that stress the buffer the most, namely A1, A2,
H1, H2, has a median utilization of 650�800 entries out of
1,280, or 50�63 percent full. In other words, for these bench-
marks, the buffer is less than 50�63 percent full for half of
the run time. This suggests the buffer is not being thrashed
to become a bottleneck. Buffer utilization is benchmark-
specific: benchmarks with high write pressure (H1, H2, A1
and A2) showing higher utilization than benchmarks with
lower write pressure (B1, B2, R1 and R2).

Fig. 16 shows the details of how the buffer utilization
changes over time. For the sake of brevity, only B1 and H1
are shown as representations of benchmarks with high and
low utilization. From the figure, we can see that the buffers
are drained almost as quickly as they are filled, despite
there being only one Helper Warp serving multiple normal
warps in a thread block. As a result, although the buffer
may sometimes become full, it can be drained quickly
enough such that the benchmark does not get stalled for too
long. The buffers can be drained quickly partly because the

Helper Warp’s write into the NVRAM is less scattered than
writes in the baseline, where each transaction writes to dif-
ferent locations without coalescing. This, combined with
adequate buffer space, results in the overall speedup of the
method proposed in this paper.

7.3 Discussion

Determining the Shared Persistence Buffer Size. We ran the
benchmarks across a range of persistence buffer between
500 entries to 9,000 entries. Fig. 17 shows the relative run
time with respect to the baseline (i.e., without Helper
Warps) for different persistence buffer sizes under two
selected bandwidths for 4 of the benchmarks running with
the metadata-based TM. For benchmark H1, the shared
buffer size does not significantly affect the overall perfor-
mance, but a staircase pattern is observed in benchmark A1

with 12 GB/s bandwidth and BVH and R1 with 1.6 GB/s
bandwidth. The staircase pattern is a direct result of the lim-
ited concurrency permitted by the fixed L1 cache size in the
SMs. From this figure we pick 1,300 entries as the persis-
tence buffer size for all of the benchmarks.

Analysis of Transaction Timeline. Fig. 18 shows the commit
timeline of transactions in block 0 for benchmark A1. The
maximum commit count per clock cycle is equal to the
warp size of 32. It can be observed that when persistence
bandwidth is limited to 1.6 GB/s, a big gap appears
between consecutive commits. Since behavior of different
blocks will be similar, the gap will directly translate to lon-
ger overall running time. With Helper Warps, the gap is
noticeably reduced, resulting in a much shorter running
time for the benchmarks.

Fig. 15. Percentiles of persistence buffer utilization.

Fig. 16. Change of persistence buffer utilization over time.

Fig. 17. Relative running time as a function of the shared persistence
buffer size.

Fig. 18. Block-level transaction commit timeline for A1 with metadata-
based TM.
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Transaction Execution Time Breakdown. Fig. 19 shows the
breakdown of transaction execution time with Helper
Warps either statically enabled and disabled. From the
figure, the latency in the persistence phase introduced by
limited bandwidth causes other committing transactions to
run for significantly longer time than with Helper Warps.
This is due to warp-level divergence, where transactions in
the same warp as a committing transaction will have to wait
for the lengthy persistence operation to complete. In addi-
tion, transactions holding the ownership records for a lon-
ger time also increase abort rates. By enabling Helper
Warps, both the time spent in persistence and in executing
transactions are reduced, leading to overall speedup.

7.4 Dynamic Switching of Helper Warps

Weapplied the switchingmechanismdescribed in Section 5.2
to various bandwidth limits. In extreme cases, the optimal
choice is to either turn on Helper Warps throughout the
benchmarks (when the bandwidth is set to theminimal value
of 1.6 GB/s) or turn off Helper Warps (when set to the maxi-
mal value of 484 GB/s bandwidth.) For these two cases,
dynamic switching does not yield noticeable benefits. With
intermediate bandwidth limits, effects of dynamically swit-
ching starts to become noticeable. in while benchmarks are
running. The effectiveness depends on the characteristics of
the benchmarks: In Fig. 20, benchmarks A1, B2, B2, R1 and
R2 see speedup of up to around 6 percent with dynamic
switching compared to always enabling HelperWarps, while
the rest of the benchmark showed slight slowdown due to
switching overheads. We now take a closer look at a few of

the benchmarks in detail to see why they react to dynamic
switching differently.

Benchmarks B1 and R1. Fig. 21 shows the switching of
Helper Warps in action in response to changing persistence
bandwidth. This program consists of two kernels, B1 followed
by R1. InB1, each thread onlywrites one element, since in this
kernel every transaction performs one operation on one node
of the BVH tree; to compare, transactions in R1 start from the
leaf nodes of the tree and may go all the way up to the root
node, thus the number of writes performed can be asmany as
the height of the tree. The result is R1’s higher persistence
bandwidth than that of B1: While the persistence bandwidth
of B1 mostly stays below 125 MB/s, the bandwidth of R1
spikes to nearly 1,000 MB/s. The spikes of both kernels corre-
spond to the waves of commits at the different levels of the
tree, with the spikes in R1 taller than those in B1. Overall,
dynamic switching reduced running time in both kernels
(around 6 percent in B1 and 0.8 percent in R1), resulting in an
overall improvement of 20 percent compared to always turn-
ing off Helper Warps, or around 3 percent compared to
always turning onHelperWarps, as shown in Fig. 22.

Benchmark A2. For some benchmarks, the persistence band-
width observed exceeds the switching threshold threshold for
most of the program execution, and A2 is one of these bench-
marks. Its persistence bandwidth trend is shown in Fig. 23.
Dynamic switching for this benchmark results in the Helper
Warps being turned on for the most of the duration of the
benchmark; indeed, there is not much low-bandwidth regions
that may benefit from Helper Warps being turned off. Overall,
the running time is on parwith always enablingHelperWarps,
with a slight performance loss of around 0.3 percent as a result
of the switching overhead. The results are shown in Fig. 24.

Fig. 19. Breakdown of the average execution time of transactions for the
metadata-based TM used in this study.

Fig. 21. Adaptive switching of Helper Warps and running time in the BVH
benchmark (green=on, blue=off) (with two kernels, B1 and R1, on either
side of the blue line).

Fig. 20. Comparison of dynamic switching of Helper Warps versus
always enable helper warps with 12 GB/s persistence bandwidth limit.

Fig. 22. Running time of BVH1 with three different Helper Warp
configurations.
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Overall, the comparison between Figs. 22 and 24 suggests
the performance gain mainly results from regions with a
mix of low and high persistence bandwidths. With a correct
choice of the switching threshold bandwidth, the time saved
by dynamic switching can outweigh the switching overhead
and result in overall performance gain.

7.5 Power and Energy Consumption

We measure power consumption using a Yokogawa WT210
[49] power meter. Because the power meter measures
power draw from the wall socket, we derive GPU power
consumption by subtracting the system idle power without
GPU installed. Each benchmark is repeated 1,000 times so
that the time duration is long enough to obtain a stable read-
ing. Fig. 25 shows power, running time and energy con-
sumption results (one row per metric). Energy consumption
data obtained by multiplying average power reading with
the average run time for each of the benchmarks.

Effects of helper warps on power consumption may be seen
from the line pairs in the first column that correspond to the
PCIe emulationmethod. From the line pair in the first row, we
can see that the Helper Warps introduce additional power
consumption, as the data points for all benchmarks appear
higher than those without Helper Warps. The power con-
sumption increase could also be due to the fact that most of
the GPU time is spent in executing transactions rather than
waiting for persistence operation, with executing transaction
being more power-intensive. Despite higher power consump-
tion, with reduced running time (line pair in the second row),
the overall energy consumption is actually lower with Helper
Warps enabled. For example, with benchmark A2which has a
big power increase from125 to 187W, a steep increase of about
50 percent, yet run time gets reduced by an even largermargin
of about 62 percent (from 40 to 15 milliseconds), resulting in a
net energy consumption reduction of about 44 percent.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have identified that the bandwidth limit of
NVRAMs can result in longer persistence latency, due to the
massive parallelism that exist on GPUs.When the NVRAM is
used as a drop-in replacement of the main memory, the
latencywill be directly added onto the critical path of transac-
tions, causing transactions to run longer. Further, this latency
can affect other threads located in the samewarp, which turns
into evenmore running time overhead for entire benchmarks.

We have proposed Helper Warps, which consists of a
persistence buffer located in the on-chip shared memory,
where transaction persistence will be redirected to. This
removes the time overhead on the critical path of transac-
tions and makes the persistence operation faster. We also
identified an optimal size for the shared buffer, which
makes a tradeoff between larger buffer size and more con-
current thread blocks. Overall our proposed Helper Warps
method yields better performance when the NVRAM write
bandwidth does not exceed a threshold value, which can be
up to hundreds of gigabytes per second in certain cases.
This covers the range of NVRAM bandwidth available
today and in the near future.
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